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TRENDING

SPECTACLE
Transformative public art that alters perceptions and neighbourhoods

A SQUARE IN SUMMER BY
PROMONTORIO ARCHITECTS
LISBON, PORTUGAL

TEXT: TINA THAKRAR

These open-air installations urge people to interact and engage with
their surroundings in imaginative ways

Somewhere within the grounds of the Belem Cultural Centre sat a
new architectural installation cum open-air theatre that marks the 25th
anniversary of the main arts centre of the city. Designed entirely out of
recycled cork blocks produced from a tree species exclusive to Portugal,
this installation was meant to engage visitors by letting them meander
through the columns, leading them to settle down in the outdoor theatre.
Positioned to create two areas of different sizes, the piles evoked a ruined
structure that stands at the junction of the centre’s main square.

An apt example of built structures merging seamlessly
with natural bodies, Root Bench is a large seating
installation that stretches across one section of Hangang
Park in Seoul. The bench takes the shape of a root
branching out from a central core. A metal frame was used
to build the main structure, which was then topped with
a concrete footing, and finally, a wooden deck. The rise
and fall of the bench makes it suitable for sitting, leaning
and even lying down. The three different heights also
act as kids or adults’ chairs and tables, creating endless
possibilities of community and individual use.
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YONG JU LEE ARCHITECTURE X2

ROOT BENCH BY
YONG JU LEE ARCHITECTURE
SEOUL, SOUTH KOREA

